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Abstract: This survey reviews the two most prominent group-oriented anonymous signature schemes and analyzes the existing approaches for their problem: balancing anonymity against traceability. Group signatures and ring signatures are the two leading competitive signature schemes with a rich body of research. Both group and ring signatures enable user anonymity with group settings. Any group user can produce a signature while hiding his identity in a group. Although group signatures have predefined group settings, ring signatures allow users to form ad-hoc groups. Preserving user identities provided an advantage for group and ring signatures. Thus, presently many applications utilize them. However, standard group signatures enable an authority to freely revoke signers’ anonymity. Thus, the authority might weaken the anonymity of innocent users. On the other hand, traditional ring signatures maintain permanent user anonymity, allowing space for malicious user activities; thus achieving the requirements of privacy-preserved traceability in group signatures and controlled anonymity in ring signatures has become desirable. This paper reviews group and ring signatures and explores the existing approaches that address the identification of malicious user activities. We selected many papers that discuss balancing user tracing and anonymity in group and ring signatures. Since this paper scrutinizes both signatures from their basic idea to obstacles including tracing users, it provides readers a broad synthesis of information about two signature schemes with the knowledge of current approaches to balance excessive traceability in group signatures and extreme anonymity in ring signatures. This paper will also shape the future research directions of two critical signature schemes that require more awareness.
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1. Introduction

This paper is a survey of two prominent group-oriented digital signatures called group signatures and ring signatures, which support user authentication and anonymity. The purpose of this survey is to point out a challenging problem in both signatures and to present existing approaches. For this purpose, this survey reviews more than 100 existing papers from 1991 to 2020 and presents future research requirements.

Group Signatures and Ring Signatures are modern cryptographic primitives that have received significant attention from the cryptographic community and other innovation and manufacturing societies since their introductions due to the privacy preserved authentication feature that they provide. In the digital world, where almost every conceivable product and service are available online, user privacy preservation has become the top requirement to fulfill. Since group signatures and ring signatures are among the leading
candidates that satisfy the necessity of preserving user privacy, many applications employ them. Group signatures were first introduced in 1991 by Chaum and van Heyst [1] and ring signatures were first introduced in 2001 by Rivest, Shamir, and Tauman [2].

Group signatures preserve user privacy by allowing users to get themselves verified while hiding their actual identities in a group. Put differently, a user who belongs to a group can generate a signature by representing the group. Thus the signature verifier can validate the signature against a group verification key, but he cannot identify the precise user (signer). We call this user-identity-hiding feature user anonymity. However, to prevent users from misusing the nature of user anonymity, group signatures consist of another property called user traceability. Traceability allows an authority called a tracer to revoke the anonymity of signatures. Traceability is introduced to identify dishonest users. Thus, group users can enjoy anonymity until the tracing authority locates them. In most cases, the group owner (the group manager) has the authority to identify group users. Many areas employ group signatures in privacy-preserving applications as e-commerce systems, vehicle safety communication (VSC) [3,4], key-card access systems, and anonymous attestation [5].

In contrast to group signature, ring signatures provide permanent user anonymity. Moreover, in ring signatures, users are not fixed to a group. A signer forms an ad-hoc group with selected users when publishing a message. The signer employs other users’ public keys without their consent to hide his identity. Generally speaking, a user adds himself to any set that he chooses and produces a signature. Since there is no group setup, there is also no group manager with a unique key who can revoke user anonymity, as in group signature schemes. Thus, if a user, for instance, a senator, can leak internal information to the media without anxiety, his identity can be traced. Since he employs other senators’ public keys, including his own, the message receiver knows the source of the information is a senator. That is, the information is trustworthy. However, nobody can identify the signature’s origin. Ring signatures show more solid user anonymity than group signatures. The strong user anonymity of ring signatures supports ring signatures for whistleblowing, e-voting, e-cash, e-bidding, and e-lottery. Recently, ring signatures became a prominent candidate for cryptocurrency uses. For instance, Monero, one of the most popular privacy-centric cryptocurrencies, is based on CryptoNote, which employees (linkable) ring signatures to secure a sender’s anonymity.

Even though group signatures provide both user anonymity and traceability and ring signatures provide strong user anonymity, both signatures suffer from balanced security properties. In group signatures tracing authority like group manager can cancel the user anonymity. Even though user-traceability supports identifying malicious users, extreme tracing power that the group manager has allows him to observe innocent users. On the other hand, if tracing authority is corrupted, all the users are in danger. In contrast, ring signatures provide strong user anonymity by preventing identification of users. However, this property allows users to issue bogus messages. For instance, users may vote more than once in e-voting systems that developed based on ring signatures as user actions are hidden. Thus it is required to balance the traceability in group signatures and anonymity in ring signatures.

Addressing this problem, many researchers provided controlled tracing mechanisms for group signatures and methods to prevent malicious user actions in ring signatures. Providing well-balanced tracing and anonymity in group and ring signatures while maintaining other features like efficiency is challenging. Even though numerous approaches have addressed this problem, no perfect solution exists. We believe that the user-tracing mechanism in group signatures must be decentralized, controlled, and held accountable. On the other hand, ring signatures must have a prevention method that provides protection against malicious user actions instead of identifying users. No proposed techniques should affect the efficiency of the schemes or harm their concept. For example, since the ring signature is proposed for protecting the user anonymity, in any case the users should not be identified, but their misbehaviors should be defend.
Contribution. In this paper, we survey two group-oriented signatures, group signatures (GS) and ring signatures (RS), which are dominant in the privacy preservation of users. Thus, this survey paper reviews group signature and ring signature schemes including their syntaxes, security definitions, and the development of the two signatures that answer theoretical and practical challenges. Since both signatures have arguable mechanisms for identifying malicious users and preventing their actions, this paper specifically focuses on imbalanced tracing and anonymity features of group signatures and ring signatures. It provides existing mechanisms that address the extreme tracing power in group signatures and the excessive anonymity in ring signatures methods to balance tracing and anonymity in both group signatures and ring signatures. This paper also presents research directions that require attention to apply group signatures and ring signatures in practice. For instance, in the near future we will experience the quantum era during which most existing cryptosystems will be destroyed, including group signature and ring signature schemes. Thus long-term secured group signatures and ring signature schemes must be developed.

The existing survey papers of Agarwal and Saraswat [6] presented several applications of group signatures, and Meiklejohn [7] compared the basics of group and ring signatures. However, neither paper addressed the problems of imbalanced anonymity and the trace-ability of group signatures and ring signatures nor offered any current solutions for the problem we review.

Organization. The rest of our paper is constructed as follows. We define group signatures, provide related security notions, and current works in Section 2. Following the same structure of Section 2, in Section 3 we detail ring signatures. Next in Section 4, we present the existing mechanisms in group signatures for tracing signers and the existing methods that address user misuses of anonymity in ring signatures. In Section 5, we compare group and ring signatures, explicitly by their tracing mechanisms, and describe the existing challenges in both signatures that should be addressed to improve future applications. In Section 6, we summarize our paper.

2. Group Signatures: Related Works

In group signature schemes, a group has a single verification key called a group public key $gpk$, which is public and used by outside verifiers to validate the signatures of its users. Each group user has her own secret signing key $gsk$ with which she generates an anonymous signature for the group. As explained in Chaum and van Heyst’s first group signature schemes [1], a group has a manager that holds a special key called a group manager’s secret key $gmsk$. This group manager defines his group, and any user in it can generate an anonymous signature on behalf of the group. Moreover, the group manager wields sufficient authority to revoke user anonymity. Thus a group signature scheme is comprised of at least three parties: a group manager, group members (users), and signature verifiers.

We define the group signature scheme provided by Bellare, Micciancio, and Warinschi [8] for static groups.

**Definition 1.** A group signature scheme is a tuple of four polynomial-time (PPT) algorithms: $KeyGen$, $Sign$, $Verify$ and $Open$ as in Table 1. The parameters $\lambda \in \mathbb{N}$ is the security parameter and $N \in \mathbb{N}$ is the number of group users (members).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KeyGen</td>
<td>Key Generation</td>
<td>$1^\lambda$ and $1^N$</td>
<td>$gpk$, $gmsk$, $gsk$, where $gsk = {gsk[i]}_{i \in {1,\ldots,N}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>Signature Generation</td>
<td>$gpk$, $gsk[i]$, $M$</td>
<td>a signature $\Sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Signature Verification</td>
<td>$gpk$, $M$, $\Sigma$</td>
<td>1 (valid) or 0 (invalid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Identifying the Signer</td>
<td>$gmsk$, $M$, $\Sigma$</td>
<td>index $i$ of the signer or ⊥ if the user cannot be traced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Definition of group signatures.
2.1. Security Notions

The group signature scheme of Chaum and van Heyst [1] satisfies user anonymity and traceability.

- **Anonymity** requires that no adversary can recover the user’s identity from her signature.
- **Traceability** requires that no adversary can forge a signature that cannot be traced.

Moreover, anonymity ensures that nobody can link that two signatures were generated by the same user (unlinkability).

However, with the development and application of group signatures, more security requirements have been raised. For instance, Ateniese et al. [9] presented unforgeability, which prevents users from producing valid signatures for a message without knowing a valid secret signing key. Chen et al. [10] suggested non-frameability, which avoids a group of users generating a signature that traces back to an innocent user. Bellare et al. [8] subsequently presented two strong security notions, full anonymity and full traceability, which imply all such previously suggested security notions for group signatures: anonymity [1], unlinkability, unforgeability, collusion resistance [9], exculpability [9], and non-frameability [10].

- **Full Anonymity** requires that no adversary can recover a user’s identity from her signature even if the adversary corrupts every group member and can access the outcome of the signature opening (except the challenged signature). In other words, signatures generated by two distinct group users are computationally indistinguishable to an adversary who can corrupt every member (including signature-generating members) and who receives the user indices of the signatures that he formed. He cannot request the revealing of the challenged signature.

- **Full Traceability** requires that no adversary can forge a signature, even one produced by a coalition of group users and the group manager, that cannot be traced back to a member of the coalition.

2.2. Current Works

In 1991, Chaum and van Heyst [1] introduced group signatures. Over the past three decades, numerous group signature schemes have been presented to reduce the barriers for use in real life: based on random oracles [9,11–18], without random oracles [19,20], improving security [8,9,21–27], and efficiency [9,12,13,24,28–30].

In their early stages, group signature schemes [1,10,31] showed a notable disadvantage. Since the group public key (verification key) size and the signature size depended on the number of group members, using group signatures in large group settings was unreliable. Camenisch and Stadler [28] answered the public key and signature sizes problem by presenting a group signature scheme in which the sizes of public keys and signatures are independent from the number of group members. On the other hand, early group signatures [32,33], including Camenisch and Stadler’s work [28], were based on strong RSA assumptions. Group signatures were next proposed [11,12] based on Strong Diffie-Hellman and Decision Linear assumptions. Unfortunately, those group signature schemes will not be safe after quantum computers become a reality. Thus, lattice-based [25,34] and code-based [35] quantum-safe group signatures were subsequently presented to secure group signatures in the future.

A strand of works focused on the security of group signatures. Among them, discussing security weaknesses in previous group signature schemes, Ateniese and Tsudik [9] and Ateniese et al. [21] presented proven-secure group signature schemes. Answering different security weaknesses in group signatures several security notions were presented, including collusion resistance [9], framing resistance [10], and exculpability [9]. In 2003, Bellare, Micciancio, and Warinschi [8] proposed a security model with two strong security notions called full anonymity and full traceability for group signatures. We explained these two security notions in Section 2.1. Full anonymity and full traceability cover all the previously suggested security notions for group signatures. Besides, Bellare, Mic-
ciancio, and Warinschi [8] gave a generic construction of a group signature scheme for static groups satisfying the introduced security notions. Their scheme’s construction combines digital signatures, IND-CCA secure public-key encryption, and non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs.

Bellare’s proposal [8] seems to be a perfect design for group signatures. Both the construction and security model (BMW03 model) of Bellare’s scheme proved quite advantageous. Since then the construction of most group signatures [12,24,29,36] follows Bellare’s scheme. For instance, the first lattice-based group signature scheme against quantum attacks presented by Gorden et al. [25] employed the outline of Bellare’s scheme’s construction [8]. However, Gorden’s lattice-based group signature scheme is for static group settings. Later dynamic group signatures with member registration [13,15,24,37] employed Bellare’s scheme. Other than providing member registration, group signature schemes were also proposed with member revocation [29,38–41]. In dynamic group signatures with member registration [24], the group manager’s role is divided between an issuer, who manages new user joining, and a tracer, who is a third party that can revoke the anonymity of signatures. Thus, in dynamic group signatures, achieving full traceability is complicated. However, we can achieve non-frameability with a lower level of trust [24]. In dynamic group settings with user joining, we cannot achieve full traceability if a group has a single authority that manages users and identifies signers. Full traceability [8] allows adversaries to corrupt the group manager. In dynamic group signature schemes, if only a group manager is involved in member joining and tracing signers, then an adversary who corrupts the group manager can generate dummy users and produce untraceable signatures. However, since the dynamic group signatures proposed by Bellare et al. [24] separate the key issuing role from the tracing task, we can achieve traceability with a partially corrupted tracer and non-frameability with fully corrupted tracers and issuers.

In addition to security realization, the dynamic group signature scheme [24] doles out the group manager’s authority power. Thus, although the group manager (issuer) deals with user joining (or user registration), the tracer identifies the actual signer of a given signature. Even so, in ordinary group signature schemes, the tracer (or the opener) has extreme privilege because she can freely open any signature. We discuss the extreme tracing power held by the tracing manager in group signature schemes and existing approaches to cope this problem in Section 4.

From the above discussion of the background of group signatures, we observe that in static groups, a trusted party generates keys for both authorities (group manager) and group users other than the verification key (group public key). On the other hand, in dynamic settings, only the authorities (issuer and tracer) get keys from a trusted party, and users have the flexibility to select secret keys. With the demand of group signatures, subsequent variants of group signatures [42] were proposed to suit different real-life applications like Attribute-based Group Signatures, Undeniable Group Signatures, and Revocable Group Signatures. For instance, to control the signers through an access structure, Attribute-based Group Signatures (ABGS) [43,44] were presented. Attribute based group signature requires a signer to satisfy a given policy. In undeniable group signatures [22], the group manager’s involvement is necessary for signature verification.

The standard group signatures and variants of group signatures are applicable in diverse privacy-preserving systems [6] like e-commerce systems, English auctions, trust computing group (TCG) [45], vehicle safety communication (VSC) [4,46], and electronic tolls.

Even though group signatures appear to be a perfect solution for preserving privacy, their limitations surface when applied in some applications. For instance, the application of group signatures in e-voting systems risks voter’s anonymity because any tracing key holder can identify voters. Thus, a new approach must be developed with a user privacy-preserving method where a tracer cannot revoke user anonymity in such systems. Another requirement of such schemes is anonymously disclosing rumors. In 2001, Rivest et al. [2] introduced ring signatures (RS) to address this requirement.
3. Ring Signatures: Related Works

In contrast to group signature schemes, the ring signature schemes introduced by Rivest et al. [2] are setup-free and unconditionally anonymous. Hence they have no key generation algorithm or a tracing algorithm. A ring signature scheme has only two algorithms: Sign for signature generation and Verify for verification. A user with public key \( pk_i \) and secret key \( sk_i \) generates a signature \( \Sigma \) on a message \( M \) using a set of another users’ public keys without their awareness. When signing, the user forms a group from the public keys of other users and her public key \( pk_1, \ldots, pk_t, \ldots, pk_n \). This newly formed group is called a ring (R). The signer forms a ring to be anonymous and sends his signature with the ring to the verifier who can validate that one of the ring members generated it. Even though other ring members’ public keys are used for signing, since they are not practically involved, ordinary ring signatures only involve two parties: signer and verifier.

We provide the ring signature scheme defined by Rivest, Shamir, and Tauman [2].

**Definition 2.** A ring signature scheme is a tuple of two polynomial time (PPT) algorithms: Sign and Verify as in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>Signature Generation</td>
<td>( R, sk_i, M )</td>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Signature Verification</td>
<td>( R, \Sigma, M )</td>
<td>1 (valid) or 0 (invalid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While maintaining the concept of original ring signatures, KeyGen algorithm is introduced to ring signatures to ensure that all the users have identical keys [47]. Unlike the KeyGen algorithm in group signatures, this KeyGen algorithm is executed by users who want to get public and secret keys.

**Definition 3.** A ring signature scheme is a tuple of three polynomial time (PPT) algorithms: KeyGen, Sign, and Verify [47] as in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KeyGen</td>
<td>Key Generation</td>
<td>security parameter ( \lambda )</td>
<td>a public and secret key pair ( (pk, sk) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign</td>
<td>Signature Generation</td>
<td>( R, sk_i, M )</td>
<td>( \Sigma )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Signature Verification</td>
<td>( R, \Sigma, M )</td>
<td>1 (valid) or 0 (invalid)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Security Notions

The ring signature scheme of Riverst et al. [2] presented two (informal) security notions called anonymity and unforgeability.

- **Anonymity** requires that no adversary can recover the signer’s identity from a given signature.
- **Unforgeability** requires that no adversary can output a valid signature using a secret key whose associated public key is not in the presented ring.

In 2006, Bender, Katz, and Morselli [47] formally defined anonymity and unforgeability and showed three possible anonymity levels: basic anonymity, anonymity with respect to adversarially chosen keys, and anonymity against full key exposure attacks. By implying those security notions, in 2007, Shacham and Waters [48] presented two strong security notions: **Anonymity (against full key exposure)** and **Unforgeability.**

- **Anonymity (against full key exposure)** requires even though an adversary gets a set of public keys \( S \) and allows to access the signing oracle, with any index \( i \) and any \( R \not\subset S \),
the adversary cannot distinguish the user from two adaptive indices in the given ring $R$, where $R \not\subset S$ and those challenging indices were not used for querying the signing oracle.

- **Unforgeability** requires that no adversary with given public key set $S$ and access to signing oracle produce a valid forgery signature $\Sigma^* \leftarrow \text{Sign}(R, \text{sk}_i, M^*)$, where $R \not\subset S$ and $i$ is not used for querying the signing oracle.

### 3.2. Current Works

With the introduction of ring signatures by Rivest et al. [2], numerous related works (along with the related notion of ring/ad-hoc identification schemes) have been proposed [49–59]. We discuss some of them in this section.

In 2001, Rivest et al. [2] proposed ring signatures, which satisfy user anonymity based on the existence of trapdoor permutation. Subsequently, Bresson et al. [51] showed that Rivest’s ring signature scheme holds under weaker security assumptions and improved ring signatures to overcome the security weakness problem. Moreover, they extended their improved scheme into a threshold ring signature scheme. Simultaneously, Abe et al. [49] presented a 1-out-of-$n$ signature scheme with reduced computation and storage cost, and Zhang and Kim [60] proposed ID-based blind signatures and ring signatures from pairings. On the other hand, in 2002, Moni Noar [55] delivered a deniable ring authentication, which merges the ring signature of Rivest et al. [2] and the deniable authentication of Dwork [61]. The presented deniable ring authentication provides a zero-knowledge authentication proof system for ring signatures. In 2004, Xu et al. [56] also delivered an ring signature scheme using bilinear pairings. In 2006, Bender et al. [47] gave much stronger security notions for ring signatures and argued that the previous ring signatures are insecure against chosen public key attacks. As discussed in Section III-A2, Bender et al. [47] presented three-level anonymity: basic anonymity, anonymity with respect to adversarially chosen keys, and anonymity against full key exposure attacks. They also presented three generic constructions. The first construction is inspired by Bellare’s static group signature scheme [8], and the other two efficient constructions were based on specific number-theoretic assumptions. Subsequently, Boneh et al. [50] proposed an efficient ring signature scheme secured only in the random oracle model. Shacham and Waters [48] proposed security definitions for anonymity and unforgeability, which are more persuasive than Bender’s proposal. For instance, Shacham and Waters showed that Bender’s unforgeability is insecure against adversarially generated keys and proposed a more potent version. On the other hand, the ring signature presented by Shacham and Waters is the first efficient ring signature scheme that is secured without random oracles.

While a stream of works solved the security problems in ring signatures, another one discussed efficiency in ring signatures [52,62]. For instance, another concern of original ring signatures [2] is the signature size’s growth with the ring size. Dodis et al. [52] presented the first constant-sized ring signature scheme. However, they used random oracle models. In 2007, Chandran et al. [63] delivered a sub-linear-sized ring signature without random oracles and showed some disadvantages regarding the signature size. Ke Gu and Na Wu [62] submitted a traceable constant-sized ring signature without random oracles. Moreover, several certificate-less ring signatures schemes [59,64–66] addressed the key-escrow problem of ring signatures.

Even though permanent anonymity in ring signatures seems advantageous for users, unconditional anonymity leads to critical problems when applied in real-life applications since users can execute breaches. Thus, the complete anonymity of ring signatures became a vital issue in the cryptographic field. We discuss available solutions for this matter in Section 4.

Nevertheless, ring signatures have become popular in many multi-user cryptographic applications, where user anonymity is the main requirement. Typical examples for such applications are e-voting [67–71], e-cash [70–73], and e-lottery [74,75]. Another prominent employment of ring signatures is cryptocurrency. For instance, the most popular cryptocur-
rencies, Monero and Ethereum, employee CryptoNote, which is a linkable ring signature. The application of ring signatures makes Monero a public-private, untraceable cryptocurrency and secures the privacy of transactions. The unrelated nodes on the blockchain can verify that the transaction is from a valid public key, although the transaction’s sender cannot be traced.

Various ring signatures have been proposed to fill the gap between the theoretical and practical differences of ordinary ring signatures. In original ring signatures, a single user tries to leak a piece of internal information. A senator leaks a rumor from the White House. Since the user is anonymous, obtaining proof for the message is difficult. Thus the possibility that the receiver of the message will accept its veracity is lowered. Threshold ring signatures, proposed by Bresson et al. [51], require \( t \) number of users to sign a message. Thus, a message’s receiver is more satisfied with its accuracy. Improvements to threshold ring signatures were eventually presented [76,77]. In e-voting systems with ring signatures, malicious users may vote more than once, because their identity is hidden. Researchers addressed this problem by suggesting linkable-ring signatures [50,70]. Some work improved ring signatures with tracing methods [62,78] (discussed in Section 4). Raylin Tso [79] presented an exciting ring signature called a universal ring signature. In their scheme, the signature holder creates a ring instead of a signature generator. In this case, a user gets a certificate for his information from a signer and can proceed to validate that information with a third party who employs the properties of anonymous credentials. Thus the user creates a ring.

4. Identifying Signers in Group Signatures and Ring Signatures

When analyzing publications on cryptography, many discussions address privacy preservation techniques [80]. As preventing the leakage and the theft of user information emerged as critical problems in the digital world, privacy preservation techniques received more attention, including anonymous signature schemes like group and ring signatures [7]. Even though both are group-oriented and protect user anonymity, group and ring signatures differ in several ways. For instance, although both schemes provide user anonymity, group signature schemes have revocable user anonymity, and ring signatures have non-revocable user anonymity. In group signatures, an authority with a tracing key can identify a signer by revoking a signature’s anonymity. On the other hand, ring signatures have permanent user anonymity. Thus, the applicability of group and ring signatures in systems is different. Ring signatures are used in systems like e-voting where anonymity is required permanently instead of bidding systems where group signatures are more suitable since identifying users might sometimes be required. The drawback of tracing ability in group signatures is that the tracing manager can identify any user, including innocent ones. Since ring signatures have no tracing method, users can abuse their uncontrolled anonymity. The extreme power possessed by a tracer in group signatures and the permanent anonymity offered in ring signatures cause these schemes to be impractical to manipulate in the real world. Even though balancing anonymity and traceability in group signature and ring signature schemes is desirable, it seems quiet challenging to achieve. In the following subsections, we describe the existing approaches that addressed imbalanced tracing and anonymity in group and ring signatures.

4.1. User Tracing Methods in Group Signatures

Tracing a signer is essential in group signature schemes for punishing malicious group users. Since group signatures provide anonymity, a user may send a fake message with group signatures. For instance, an employee (user) may exploit the company (group) signature for a personal transaction. Thus to control the misbehavior of group users, their anonymity must be managed. Identifying dishonest users is required to punish them. Another possible requirement is identifying users during a criminal investigation at a housing complex. If a murder occurred, the authorities will want to identify those people who had access (entered) the area at that time. Residents might have to protect their privacy
with an anonymous system like key-card access, which employs group signatures that restrict access. However, since police are looking for a suspect, user anonymity needs to be revoked.

In earlier group signature schemes, the group manager had a tracing privilege. Subsequent tracing authority roles were transferred to a third party. We call the tracing authority (TO) the opening authority (OA) or a tracer. Standard group signature schemes [8,12,21,81], which include lattice-based group signature schemes [34,37], identify a signer by identity escrow. Since the signer escrows his identity to the tracing authority, this mechanism is called tracing-by-escrow. Thus the opening authority (OA) opens the given signature to identify the related signer. On the other hand, Wei [82] proposed another method, tracing-by-linking. In the group signature scheme with tracing-by-linking method a user who submits the same message twice or more is identified. The tracing-by-linking method, confirms the two or more messages are produced by the same user, and reveals only such users’ identities. Thus their proposal is applicable in linkable group signatures [83] and more suitable in ring signatures [84] and e-voting [70,85].

In the dynamic group signature scheme of Bellare et al. [24], which employed tracing-by-escrow, a signer encrypts his id in the signature using the tracing manager’s public key (tpk), which is available in the group public key. As a result, only the tracing authority with the related secret key (tsk) can decrypt the signature and identify the signer, confirming that no outsider other than the tracing manager can identify the signature originator. Such simple encryption and decryption make the tracing mechanism efficient and straightforward. The underlying non-interactive zero-knowledge (NIZK) protocols [86,87] employed by group signature schemes ensure that ciphertext C in given signature Σ is the correct encryption of signer’s id d. NIZK is a method that convinces an outsider (verifier) that the given statement is true without disclosing any information beyond the statement’s validity and without interacting with the statement verifier. It requires only sending a message once with a statement to the verifier to satisfy a standard common string.

On the other hand, group signature schemes with an efficient revocation method called verifier-local revocation (VLR) [88] showed a different tracing method. In group signature schemes with verifier-local revocation [29,39,41,89], a token determines the users’ revocation status. Thus the signature verifier can validate the signature against a revocation token list provided by the group manager. Using the same technique, considering each user as a revoked user, the tracing authority (the group manager in this case) can identify the signer. We call this implicit tracing. The tracing method in group signature schemes with verifier-local revocation seems inefficient because the tracing authority requires that each user be checked until the signer is found.

Recall that in the standard group signature schemes only a single tracing manager can identify the signers. The context of ordinary group signature schemes relies on a centralized trusted tracing authority. As discussed above, while such a tracing mechanism is required to punish malicious users and control user anonymity, it grants extreme privilege to the tracing authority. Even though the tracing mechanism is proposed to controls user disputes in group signatures, the tracing party can also identify innocent group users. Thus it greatly violates user anonymity. The tracing authority possesses dominance for maintaining user anonymity. He can cancel any user anonymity whenever he wants. If the tracing manager is corrupted, users’ anonymity is vulnerable. Moreover, the tracing manager is not held accountable for his behavior. No mechanism is discussed in standard group signature schemes [8,24] to control the tracing authority. Thus standard group signatures are comprised of imbalanced tracing and anonymity.

Well-balanced group signatures are desirable to apply to group signatures in practice. For instance, extreme tracing in imbalanced traditional group signatures violates user rights because it also allows tracers to cancel the anonymity of innocent users. Such complications are mainly caused by uncontrolled tracing ability and centralized tracing power. Another problem is the lack of accountability of tracers in traditional group signatures.
In 2004, Kiayias et al. [90] proposed a controlled tracing mechanism scheme in which the tracing authority can identify only a particular user and the messages signed by her. Kiayias et al. [90] focused on situations requiring that the messages signed by an identified malicious user be recognized. For instance, in an investigation, if the group manager finds an action by a malicious user, she may want to identify the transactions done by the malicious user to fix them. In standard group signatures, all the signatures must be opened, even those issued by innocent users to solve this problem. In Kiayias’s method, other users’ anonymity is preserved. When a trusted party sends the details about a suspected user to the group manager, she outputs a user-based trapdoor to the tracing authority. Thus the tracing manager can only open user-related messages. Kiayias’ tracing method is a user-dependent opening. However, on the other hand, the tracer can open all the messages of the targeted user.

In 2012, Sakai et al. [26] proposed a message-dependent opening (MDO) for group signatures to limit the tracing capability to message-related openings. Their tracing method helps identify signers based on messages, like anonymous auctions. For instance, when the highest bid is awarded, the opener can only identify the highest bidder. Their proposal controls the tracer’s ability based on the message. Sakai used a straightforward and appealing method to control the tracer’s extreme power. Another authority, called an admitter in their scheme, issues a token based on a message, probably for inappropriate messages. Thus a tracer with a token can only identify the user/users related to that message. For instance, to identify the users who accessed our system during a specific time period, taking the particular period as a message, we can identify the users for that period. Thus the anonymity of other users is preserved. At the signing time, a user first encrypts his id with the tracing manager’s public key and encrypts the obtained ciphertext with the message. Thus, the tracer can identify the signer by first decrypting the signature with the token received from the admitter related to the message. Libert et al. [91] eventually constructed this idea from lattice cryptography. However, message-dependent opening proposal is somewhat centralized.

Eliminating the centralized tracing power in group signatures, Manulis [92] presented another attractive tracing solution, decentralized tracing, based on democratic group signatures. However, the proposed model is too strong because it requires the unlinkability of issued group signatures. Subsequently, Manulis, Sadeghi, and Schwenk [93] presented a linkable version of the previous idea. We refer to the second scheme, which is practical in real life. In their Linkable Democratic Group Signature (LDGS) scheme, user anonymity is preserved only against outsiders. Thus group users can identify a signer, but non-members cannot. Outsiders can only validate the signatures as in standard group signatures. The tracing role can be done by any user. At the setup stage, the group establishes sets of ids ID and pseudonyms PS as public parameters and secret keys for each user. The signature verifiers can validate a signature using the publicly available pseudonym set PS. On the other hand, only inside members can identify the signer using a trapdoor related to the user’s secret key. However, outsiders can validate the linkability of signatures. Thus Manulis’s linkable democratic group signature scheme shares some properties with ring signatures. Although they delivered acceptable properties that eliminated centralized management and granted tracing power to each member of the group, trusting that no group member will disclose the signer’s identity is unrealistic. Ibrahim [94] extended Manulis’s linkable democratic group signature idea by addressing the problem of group members being traitors. Their scheme requires a majority of the users to join and identify the signer. Zheng et al. [95] extended Manulis’s [92] democratic group signature scheme with threshold traceability where t group members must collude to trace signers (t is the threshold value).

Ghadafi [96] presented a group signature scheme with distributed tracing, where the centralized tracing authority in previous group signature schemes is distributed to an n-tracing party. Unless all the n-tracing authorities agree to disclose a signer, user anonymity is protected. Each tracing party must share its traced share, which will later be verified and
combined to identify the signer. Ghadafi also discussed threshold-distributed tracing with a tag-based encryption scheme. Blömer et al. [97] achieved a similar tracing method with a threshold protocol and presented short group signatures. They modified Boneh’s short group signature scheme [12] with a tracing mechanism that requires that \((t, n)\) threshold requirement be satisfied. Gennaro et al. [98] extended the threshold-based tracing idea by distributing the tracing authority and proposed a fully distributed group signature scheme by scattering the membership issuance authorization among multiple issuing managers who deal with user joining. Thus user joining is managed by a threshold protocol.

In 2015, Kohlweiss and Miers [99] presented the notion of accountable tracing (AT) in a scheme that addresses the problem in standard group signature schemes: no mechanism keeps the tracer accountable for his action. In the accountable tracing scheme, the tracing authority and the group manager are identical, and there are two kinds of users: traceable and nontraceable. Although traceable users are detected like traditional group signatures, nontraceable users cannot be traced by any authority. During an investigation, the group manager can treat suspected users as traceable and identify them. On the other hand, the group manager must also reveal which users are traceable. Thus it enables tracer accountability. Ling et al. [100] used the lattice hardness problems, and presented a quantum-safe accountable tracing group signature scheme.

In 2015, Ishida et al. [101] described the notion of deniable group signatures. In their scheme, they discussed real-life situations where a third party, like the police, needs to check whether a suspect was in the crime area when it was committed. In deniable group signatures, the tracing party can confirm the relation between the given signature against the suspected user without opening the innocent users’ signatures. If the given signature does not belong to the suspected user, then the tracing party will output proof confirming it. Moreover, he cannot output the original signer of the given signature. Even though their scheme does not discuss reducing the tracing authority’s centralized privilege, they showed how to control the data revealed by the tracing authority to the outside.

Benjumea et al. [102] proposed fair traceable multi-group signatures, where user traceability is discussed when multiple groups are involved: multi-group signatures. Their idea combines the group and traceable signatures of Kiayias et al. [90]. Moreover, their tracing method requires that traces cooperate with another party called fairness authorities to trace users. Recently, Lu et al. [103] presented a work that resembles that of Benjumea with a shorter signature size.

4.2. Preventing Malicious User Actions in Ring Signatures

Ring signatures are a simplified version of group signatures. Compared to group signature schemes, the ring signature scheme presented by Riverst et al. [2] provides permanent anonymity for users. On the other hand, there are no interactive communications like a user joining in group signatures, in which the group manager’s requirement also arises. Thus users in ring signatures enjoy much flexibility with setup freeness. Even though ring signatures deliver the advantages of perfect anonymity and flexibility, ring signers are vulnerable to user attacks since they can abuse their signing rights. For instance, standard ring signatures [2,47] only provide user anonymity and unforgeability. The former ensures that no one can identify a signature’s originator from the signature itself. Unforgeability ensures that the signer-submitted ring (set of public keys) has the signer’s public key. No authority can identify the signer. Thus, users can double-submit a message for the same event. One possible application for ring signatures is e-voting. Users (voters) can submit their ballots while remaining anonymous due to ring signatures. Since ring signatures provide non-traceability, no authority can identify the dishonest voters and their malicious actions like voting more than once. Signature verifiers or another trusted authority must be given the power to recognize such malicious actions. The verifier should not accept signatures that have already been received for the same event by the same signer.

The above discussion shows that perfect anonymity in ring signature is questionable. On the other hand, we cannot cancel the anonymity of users like in group signature schemes
because it violates the principles of ring signatures. It is desirable to trace or prevent user disputes while protecting user anonymity in ring signatures.

Recall that the Rivest’s ring signature scheme [2] has only two algorithms, signing and verifying, and their security notions of anonymity and unforgeability rely on the existence of trapdoor permutations. Note that subsequent ring signature schemes have a KeyGen algorithm to ensure that all the user keys are the same type. No mechanism identifies malicious users or prevents their actions because traditional ring signatures provided permanent anonymity to protect users and their behaviors. The problem of users’ dishonesty was mainly caused by the absence of a mechanism to identify the relations between signatures and signatures with users.

The accountable ring signature (ARS) scheme by Xu and Yung [104] is the first known ring signature scheme that identifies users. While allowing them to choose a ring, accountable ring signatures force them to include a tag with the signature, allowing an authority to identify them. Accountable ring signatures bridge the gap between ring and group signatures. However, they show more suitability in applications where either group signatures or ring signatures are inapplicable. Bootle et al. [57] created a short accountable ring signature from random oracles, based on the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption. Users have the flexibility to choose a ring and a tracer at the time of signing.

On the other hand, Liu et al. [54] presented the first linkable ring signatures (LRS) in a scheme for group signatures from ad-hoc groups. Their proposal satisfies three properties: anonymity, linkability, and spontaneity. Anonymity ensures the signer’s indistinguishability. Linkability ensures that two signatures by identical signers can be linked. Spontaneity means setup freedom: no group-related key like in group signatures and no group manager role. Moreover, their ring signature scheme satisfied another notion: claimability. Using claimability, a user can claim responsibility for his violations by presenting proof for the signature. Thus, Liu’s scheme delivered several noticeable improvements and advantages for ring signatures, resulting in their scheme being selected for such applications as one-round e-voting. They also presented the threshold version of their scheme. Subsequently, employing Liu’s techniques [54] and Dodis’ short constant-sized ring signature scheme [52], Tsang and Wei [70] delivered a short linkable ring signature scheme. Linkable ring signatures seem reasonable for applications like e-voting, which must protect user identities (required to protect user anonymity) and prevent users from abusing their anonymous signing privilege. Jeong et al. [105] presented a ring signature scheme with weak linkability. Recently, Torres et al. [106] and Lu et al. [107] extended Liu’s [54] linkable ring signatures to more secured and practical linkable ring signatures from lattices (quantum-safe). Simultaneously, Boyen and Haines [108] delivered a linkable ring signature (LRS) scheme based on n-times multi-linear mappings. Baum et al. [109] also submitted a onetime linkable ring signature scheme from lattices.

Parallel to Liu’s work on linkable ring signatures [54], Wei [82] presented a tracing technique for group signatures by linking called tracing-by-linking. This approach identifies a double signer’s public key. In contrast, tracing-by-escrow in standard group signatures identifies the signer’s identity. Enhancing the tracing-by-linking technique, in 2007, Fujisaki and Suzuki [78] presented traceable ring signatures, which restrict excessive anonymity. To achieve mild anonymity, they borrowed two notions, ‘one-more unforgeability’ from the context of the blind signature scheme [110] and ‘double-spending traceability’ from the context of the restricted blind signature scheme [111].

In contrast to group signatures in blind signatures, the signer does not know the message’s content, and the message owner is different from the signer. Blind signatures act as a signature placed on a carbon copy envelope. For example, in an e-voting system, a voter (user) places his vote inside an envelope with a piece of carbon paper and gets the authority’s signature on the envelope without disclosing his vote. The signer might know the user but not the content of the message inside the envelope. Once the user gets the authority’s signature, he removes the vote from the envelope and submits it to the ballot system. The user anonymously proves his eligibility to vote to the ballot system with
the authority’s signature. After the user removes his vote with the authority’s signature from the envelope, it becomes nontraceable. Neither the ballot system nor the signing authority can identify the user. However, a user who already obtained a blind signature cannot generate a new one, that is, one-more unforgeable [110]. On the other hand, double-spending traceability in restricted blind signatures [111], which is presented for e-cash, tracks a user who used a signature twice [73,112,113].

Using both the ‘one-more unforgeability’ and ‘double-spending traceability’ properties used in blind signatures, Fujisaki and Suzuki [78] presented traceable ring signatures. Since the double-spending traceability of blind signatures does not trace honest users, honest user anonymity is protected in blind signatures and also in the application of traceable ring signatures. Traceable ring signatures use a tag to manage the linkability and the traceability of the signatures. Tag $L$ consists of the event (issue) for which the signature was produced and a ring. For instance, in an election, its id is the event (issue), and the user-selected ad-hoc group (the public key list) is the ring. As explained in Fujisaki’s scheme, a user produces a signature on a message using her secret signing key and tag $L = (\text{issue}, R)$, where $R$ is the set of valid public keys or ring members, including the signer’s public key. Thus the signature verifier, who cannot know the signer, validates the received signature for the given message and tag. If the signer outputs a signature for a message she already signed, everyone can identify the linkability of the two signatures. If the signer outputs a new signature for a new message but with the same tag, she is traceable. A malicious signer’s public key is output by a tracing algorithm.

Traceable ring signatures have a tracing algorithm that anyone can execute and outputs one of three outputs for the given two message-signature pairs. If the given inputs are independent of each other, it outputs ‘indep.’ If they are linkable, it outputs ‘linked.’ If the signer is traced, it outputs the signer’s public key. Moreover, Fujisaki’s scheme satisfies three security notions: tag-linkability, anonymity and exculpability. Through traceable ring signatures, we can prevent excessive user anonymity. Recently, Fujisaki and Suzuki’s traceable ring signature scheme [78] was extended to constant-sized traceable signatures without random oracles [62] and to quantum-safe schemes [114] with practical applications like VANET [115].

5. Discussion

Group and ring signatures are very influential in anonymous authenticating systems like e-commerce schemes and vehicle safety communication (VSC). In the future when constructing systems with post-quantum primitives, group- and ring-signature-based systems will be more convenient than the other current systems. For instance, at present, most VSC systems use short-lived pseudonyms to secure privacy. Since the vehicles cannot frequently request new pseudonyms from the authority, vehicles carry a stack of pseudonyms that last for a few years. However, when those systems are constructed in post-quantum primitives, the size becomes too large and reduces VSC system’s efficiency and impacts its bandwidth usage. Thus, employing group and ring signatures instead of pseudonyms is an optimum solution. Other than user anonymity, group and ring signatures simplify construction and provide maintenance advantages.

5.1. Comparison of Group Signatures and Ring Signatures

Both group and ring signatures provide user anonymity based on group orientation. However, an important advantage of ring signatures over group signatures is the freeness of the pre-defined group of users (ring). Ring signatures are a generalization of group signatures because they offer more flexibility for users. In ring signatures, users are responsible for their own anonymity because they select a group when signing. In group signatures, to generate signatures users must have a group membership. That is, the group members are fixed for the group. Accordingly dynamic group signatures consist of user joining interactive protocols for new user registration and revocation mechanisms to punish misbehaving users. In group signatures, each group has a manager who governs the users
and identifies the signers. The tracing ability provided in group signatures limits user anonymity. In contrast, in ring signatures, users can generate signatures while enjoying permanent anonymity. Users are bound to no group or group manager; they can choose an ad-hoc group when they sign up to hide their identity. Moreover, ring signatures' settings exclude user joining and revoking methods and user-tracing mechanisms. Thus while group signatures are suitable in applications like key-card access, ring signatures are suitable in applications like e-voting. However, since the tracing manager in group signatures can detect any user (including innocent ones) and the honesty of the tracing manager is responsible for the user anonymity, the extreme tracing power invested in group signatures is a serious issue for user anonymity. On the other hand, since ring signatures provide permanent anonymity for users, they can more easily misuse their privilege. ring signatures provide extended anonymity for users. Thus excessive anonymity in ring signatures is a significant challenge that must be addressed.

5.2. Identifying User-Misbehaviors in Group Signatures and Ring Signatures

In contrast to ring signatures, group signatures have revocable anonymity. Although group signatures have extreme tracing authority, ring signatures have excessive anonymity. Thus, research work related to tracing (identifying) users of the two schemes has chosen different directions. In group signatures, the extreme power held by the tracing manager must be controlled. In contrast, in ring signatures, the excessive anonymity held by the users must be generalized. In Tables 4 and 5, we conclude the existing tracing methods in group and ring signatures.

Table 4 presents more methods presented than in Table 5 because compared to the ring signatures, group signatures has a long history, and based on the various applications that the group signatures are applied, controlling of the group manager’s tracing power is discussed presenting different tracing methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracing Approach</th>
<th>Level of User Privacy/Traceability</th>
<th>Application Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard tracing [8]</td>
<td>Suspected users: traceable</td>
<td>In key-card access system, group manager can track user activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users: traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User dependent opening [90]</td>
<td>Suspected users: traceable</td>
<td>When highest bidder in an auction refuses to pay, authority can cancel any other bids by same user without revealing other users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users: non traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decentralized tracing [93]</td>
<td>Suspected users: traceable</td>
<td>When a panel member wants to discuss a fellow (anonymous) member’s submitted paper, he can identify him/her.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users: traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User anonymity is only safe from outsiders</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message-dependent opening [26]</td>
<td>Suspected message related users: traceable</td>
<td>Identifying users who entered a park at a particular time at which a crime happened in it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users (not related to the message): non traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed tracing [96]</td>
<td>Suspected users: traceable</td>
<td>Shareholders agree to find a malicious employee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users: traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accountable tracing [99]</td>
<td>Suspected users: traceable</td>
<td>Police request a housing complex owner to narrow down surveillance control to suspected list.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innocent users: non traceable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Notable tracing methods in ring signatures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tracing Approach</th>
<th>Level of User Privacy/Traceability</th>
<th>Application Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accountable ring signature scheme</td>
<td>Users are traceable only to their tracer</td>
<td>Users post in any online forums without registering. However, a forum owner can identify a user who violated conduct code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkable ring signatures [54]</td>
<td>User anonymity is safe. Only linkability of signatures is identified</td>
<td>This prevents voting again during e-voting without identifying user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traceable ring signatures [78]</td>
<td>Dishonest users’ public keys are traced</td>
<td>Unclonable group identification without group manager: honest user can prove his membership anonymously, but user clones are detected.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though as in Table 4 several approaches address the extreme tracing power wielded by the tracing manager in group signatures, we cannot say that any candidate solution is ideal. Well-balanced tracing and anonymity in group signatures should consist of a controlled, decentralized, and accountable user-tracing mechanism. The existing approaches provide reasonable tracing mechanisms, which are ideal for the applications being considered. For instance, Sakai’s message-dependent opening approach [26] is suitable for controlling the tracing power based on message content. On the other hand, since accountable tracing [99] enables just tracking users who were selected in advance, it is useful when only the tracing party gets the suspected list beforehand. However, neither of these proposals provide decentralized tracing. If the tracing party is dishonest, all the anonymity of the accessible users is threatened. On the other hand, in decentralized tracing from Manulis et al. [93], if the tracing group (users) agrees, then it can revoke the anonymity of any group signature. However, tracing parties are not limited to what they can access. We note that each tracing approach proposed in the group signatures has advantages for the concerned applications. Selecting a suitable tracing mechanism for an actual system is the responsibility of the system owners. On the other hand, the systems will face some problems on user anonymity because the given solutions fail to satisfy all the aspects of balanced traceability.

Among approaches suggested in Table 5 for ring signatures, linkable ring signatures are appropriate in e-cash and e-voting because they prevent resubmissions. Note that signatures are linkable only when they are produced for the same event. Thus the same signer who creates signatures for different events is unlinkable. Moreover, the traceable ring signature has a characteristic that balances anonymity and traceability. Since traceable ring signatures provide restricted anonymity and traceability, they are more advantageous than other approaches. However, ring signatures may face efficiency issues like ring size problem. Even though Gu and Wu [62] presented constant-size traceable ring signatures still they are not quantum safe. Well-balanced anonymity and traceability, which is the prevention of malicious user attacks while securing user anonymity, should not affect the efficiency of ring signatures and should be secured long term.

5.3. Main Challenges and Future Research Trends in Group Signatures and Ring Signatures

In this section we highlight some research areas of group and ring signatures that require more future discussion (including the well balance traceability and anonymity discussed above).

- Balancing Traceability and Anonymity while Achieving Other Features
  Privacy is a right possessed by every user. On the other hand, traceability is required to prevent user attacks. We need well-balanced signature schemes.
  Although numerous group and ring signatures address the extreme tracing power in group signatures and excessive anonymity in ring signatures, no clear winner has emerged with a perfect tracing method that balances user anonymity and traceability. Each approach provides a specific solution ideal for a particular scenario. This is reasonable since the requirements of practical scenarios differ. However, an ideal tracing
A method for group signatures must satisfy the following criteria: it must decentralize the tracing authority without requiring the involvement of another centralized authority; it must protect innocent users’ anonymity; it must control the data that the tracer can access and hold the tracer accountable. Providing the best tracing solution for group signatures (while maintaining other features like efficient member revocation) is challenging. For instance, the existing group signatures with verifier-local revocation schemes [29,39,41,89] that present efficient member revocation have inefficient tracing mechanism. Even though we can obtain efficient tracing by an identity-escrow technique, still other authority like issuer who supports member registration can trace users based on their revocation tokens. On the other hand, the existing approaches that tried to provide privacy-preserved traceability failed to satisfy such requirements as decentralized tracing, accountability, and efficiency. Moreover, we identified a lack of discussion in tracking malicious tracers. The behavior of the tracers must be accountable to protect the long-term privacy of users. Group signatures also have problems, including the growth of the ring size in notable tracing approaches. Providing well-balanced, privacy-preserved traceability or preventing user attacks while maintaining features like flexibility and efficiency is necessary when applying group signatures and ring signatures in real life. Thus researchers should consider the impact on those features when proposing solutions that balance traceability and anonymity in both group and ring signatures.

**Long Term Security for Group Signatures and Ring Signatures**
Quantum computing and the security of current cryptographic systems against quantum attacks have become a hot topic in the cryptoworld. Most available group signature and ring signature schemes are not safe against quantum attacks. Since Peter Shor [116] showed that many number-theoretical problems are vulnerable to quantum attacks, researchers tend to construct schemes from quantum-safe cryptographic primitives like lattice cryptography and code-based cryptography. However, due to simple construction and high efficiency most of the presented proposals are still based on number-theoretical hardness assumptions. Recently, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) published post-quantum public key cryptosystems and digital signatures that were selected as the third-round finalist in their standardization project for post-quantum cryptosystems (https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/post-quantum-cryptography/post-quantum-cryptography-standardization, accessed on 10 January 2022). In the future, the constructors of group and ring signatures should focus on schemes that satisfy standards like provided by NIST to protect their systems from quantum attacks. At the same time, some research groups, including that of Professor Johannes Buchmann, TU Darmstadt, Germany (https://longtermsecurity.org/, accessed on 10 January 2022), provide a platform for researchers to discuss the challenges of achieving long-lived systems and proposing theoretical and practical solutions. Projects like PQCrypto H2020 (www.pqcrypto.eu.org, accessed on 10 January 2022) are devoted to post-quantum and long-term security. Those projects show the importance of such security to conduct more researches. Recently, Grontas et al. [117] proposed a security model for long-lived e-voting systems. One research direction is taking Grontas’ proposal as a starting point and conducting research on long-lived applications of group and ring signatures.

**Preventing Implementation Hindrances in Group Signatures and Ring Signatures**
Group and ring signature proposals should be realistically administered in real-world applications and secured in actual systems.

The first group and ring signatures introduced were not applicable for real applications due to efficiency and security problems. For instance, the size of the first group and ring signatures grew linearly with the number of group users. This linear problem was later solved in both signature schemes. However, we still face difficulties when applying group signatures and ring signatures schemes that were proposed in the theoretical
world in the real world. For instance, the security model proposed in theoretical group signature and ring signature schemes did not capture all the side-channel attacks that happened after implementing them in actual situations. An attacker can observe the time consumptions taken for signing messages of different sizes and capture some of the signing key’s information. Attacks on practical systems done by observing leakages like consumption of time, power, and electromagnetic radiation for a system process known as side-channel attacks. Studying side-channel attacks and proposing leakage-resilient signatures is another interesting research area. Since the proposals of group and ring signatures are eventually employed in physical, privacy-preserving applications like vehicle safety communications, e-cash, and e-voting, we have to be concerned with potential efficiency and security hindrances during their implementations. Recently, Huang et al. [118] presented three new black-box constructions of a leakage-resilient group signature.

Few research works have discussed the above hindrances in group and ring signatures. However, the research works we discussed above might be instantiated in future research trends.

6. Conclusions
This paper detailed two prominent signature schemes, group and ring signatures, which provide user anonymity by masking user identity in a group. Group signatures enable user anonymity by a predefined group, and it is revocable. On the other hand, ring signatures enable permanent anonymity by an ad-hoc group setting. Even though both signatures provide user anonymity, the extreme tracing power in group signatures and the permanent anonymity in ring signatures make them challenging for real-life applications. This paper analyzed and presented the existing strategies adopted addressing the imbalanced traceability and anonymity in both signatures. Although the tracing approaches in group signatures tried to distribute centralized tracing power or limit the user details to which the tracing authority has access, the strategies in ring signatures attempted to identify the malicious actions of users without harming their anonymity. However, since each existing tracing approach in the group and ring signatures provides matching solutions limiting to the concerning scenarios without answering all the aspects of balanced tracing, delivering an ideal tracing mechanism remains an open problem in both signature schemes. In addition, some notable hindrances in both prevent employing them in practice, such as security against quantum and side-channel attacks. Thus, more research is required, especially for security concerns, to make group and ring signatures in practice. Finally, this paper showed some hindrances as future research trends in group and ring signatures.

Throughout this survey, we realized that achieving privacy-preserved traceability for group signatures and controlled anonymity for ring signatures is not impossible. We need more research to provide ideal solutions and must focus on other aspects such as efficiency as well as the aspects that occur in practical applications.
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